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Abstract
This paper introduces the first stiffness controller for continuum robots. The control law is based
on an accurate approximation of a continuum robot’s coupled kinematic and static force model. To
implement a desired tip stiffness, the controller drives the actuators to positions corresponding to a
deflected robot configuration that produces the required tip force for the measured tip position.
This approach provides several important advantages. First, it enables the use of robot deflection
sensing as a means to both sense and control tip forces. Second, it enables stiffness control to be
implemented by modification of existing continuum robot position controllers. The proposed
controller is demonstrated experimentally in the context of a concentric tube robot. Results show
that the stiffness controller achieves the desired stiffness in steady state, provides good dynamic
performance, and exhibits stability during contact transitions.
Index Terms
Concentric tube robot; continuum robot; Cosserat rod; kinematics; stiffness control
I. Introduction
A continuum manipulator has the shape of a smooth curve, whose curvature can be
controlled by adjusting the internal deformation of mechanically coupled elastic components
of the body [1]. Continuum robots include steerable catheters [2], multibackbone snake-like
robots [3], [4], and concentric tube robots [5], [6]. Two examples are shown in Fig. 1.
Continuum manipulators are particularly useful for applications that require reaching inside
confined spaces, such as is required in minimally invasive surgery. Thus, they have been
proposed for use inside the heart [7], [8], the throat [4], and the sinuses [9].
Prior work on the control of continuum manipulators has been limited to position control
[2], [3], [6]. For robotic tasks that involve interaction with an environment, stiffness control
or its generalized form, i.e., impedance control, should be superior to position control. In
impedance control, a robust dynamical relation between the environment force and the
manipulator tip movement is established [10], [11].
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Furthermore, it can be useful to vary the stiffness of a continuum robot during minimally
invasive surgery. For example, reduction of the stiffness of the robot’s tip (or any other
points on the robot) can enable safe navigation inside delicate confined spaces, e.g., to avoid
wall puncture. In contrast, a high tip stiffness may be advantageous during tissue
manipulation.
Stiffness control can also be used to provide haptic feedback during teleoperation of a
continuum manipulator. In this scenario, master and slave controllers implement the same
stiffness on the continuum manipulator and on the master arm held by the user [12], [13].
In general, the inputs of a stiffness controller are a tip-configuration set point and a desired
stiffness. The desired tip force (or wrench) is calculated based on the difference between the
set-point configuration and the actual configuration of the robot tip. For rigid robots, tip
forces can be directly mapped to joint forces and torques using the transpose of the Jacobian
matrix with the latter representing the differential mapping from joint positions to tip
configuration. Thus, a rigid robot, by varying its joint torques, can theoretically vary its tip
force with no displacement of its joints or tip. In practice, small joint displacements and link
deflections do occur, but these are small enough to be negligible. Consequently, actual tip
position can be calculated directly from joint positions.
In contrast, continuum robots are flexible by design, since robot shape is controlled by the
storage and release of elastic energy in the robot’s component parts. Thus, the kinematic
mapping and the quasi-static force mapping are coupled. Configuration or force sensing at
the robot’s tip is needed to either directly measure tip configuration or to compute it.
Furthermore, the mapping between actuator torques and tip forces in a continuum robot
must include an additional term to account for the rate of elastic energy change [14].
The contribution of this paper is a stiffness controller that is easily applied to all types of
continuum robots and does not require using force or torque sensors. The control law is
developed in the context of a kinematic and static force map that is approximated by the
product of two transformations: The first transformation calculates the unloaded kinematics
of the robot, while the second calculates robot deformation due to applied loading. This
approach has several advantages. First, it facilitates the use of robot deflection to both sense
and apply tip forces. It also permits the use of efficient, noncontact kinematic models that
are readily available for various types of continuum robots [2], [3], [5], [6].
The controller described here can be applied to any continuum robot that can be accurately
approximated by a single Cosserat rod (of varying mechanical properties along its length)
for the purpose of computing deformation due to external loading [15], [16]. This single-rod
assumption applies when the relative motion between the elastic components of the robot in
response to the application of external loads can be neglected. The rod model also neglects
any shear of the robot’s cross section or longitudinal extension due to applied loads and
assumes linear constitutive behavior. These latter assumptions are accurate for long, thin
continuum robots and are typical of those used in existing continuum robot kinematic
models [2], [4], [5], [6], [14].
The Cosserat rod model enables computationally efficient calculation of robot deflection due
to external forces by solving an initial value problem in which six state variables are
integrated with respect to arc length [15], [17]. As demonstrated here, real-time
implementation is straightforward, and furthermore, it has been shown that the error
introduced by the rod approximation for concentric tube robots is small [17].
Gravity loading of the robot is not considered here, since the associated tip deflection is
negligible (< 0.1 mm) for the experimental robot considered here. If robot deflection due to
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gravity is important, it can be implemented with the controller by either of two means. The
first approach is to incorporate it in the unloaded kinematic model of the robot. The second
approach is to include it as a distributed load when computing the deflection using the rod
model.
The paper is arranged as follows. Related work is described in the following section. Section
III presents the general kinematic and force mappings of continuum robots. The deflection
model using the special Cosserat rod model is presented in Section IV. In Section V, the
stiffness controller is implemented using an iterative method to solve for the actuator
positions that achieve the desired tip force. Efficacy of the proposed controller is
demonstrated experimentally for a 3-degree-of-freedom (DOF) concentric tube robot in
Section VI. Haptic feedback with matched stiffness controllers is also demonstrated.
Conclusions appear in the final section.
II. Related Work
Unloaded kinematic models have been developed for a variety of continuum robots.
Schematics of the two types appearing in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows a
concentric tube robot, which is constructed by telescopically extending concentrically
combined precurved superelastic tubes. The robot’s shape and tip location are controlled via
the kinematic inputs consisting of the relative rotations and translations of the tubes at their
proximal ends (q1, …, q8). The unloaded kinematic models for this type of robot depend on
the modeling assumptions. When the tubes are considered torsionally rigid, the kinematics
are described by algebraic equations [7]. For long or highly curved tubes, torsional
compliance can be important and the kinematics take the form of differential equations in
arc length with split boundary conditions [6].
Fig. 2(b) depicts a tendon-driven continuum robot of the type often used in steerable
catheters and for distal dexterity enhancement in minimally invasive surgery. These robots
possess a central flexible backbone that is deflected by symmetrically arranged wires [3],
[18] or tubes [4], [14]. As shown in the schematic, spacer disks are attached to the central
backbone. The wires or tubes slide through holes in all disks except for the most distal one
to which they are attached. Unloaded kinematic models are developed by relating central
backbone shape to tendon length q1, q2, and q3 [3], [18]. While wire tendons are limited to
tensile forces, tubes can also be used in compression and their bending stiffness must be
accounted for in the kinematics [14], [19]. For this type of continuum robot, the mapping
between forces in the actuating tubes and tip forces has also been derived [14]. Using this
model, tube forces were used to infer tip forces.
Stability and vibration are of considerable concern when a flexible robot is in contact with
its environment. This topic has been studied extensively in the literature in the context of
both link flexibility using force control [20] and joint flexibility using impedance control
[21]. A complete review of this literature and a stability analysis of the proposed controller
are beyond the scope of this paper.
III. Kinematic and Force Mappings of Continuum Robots
All continuum robots can be modeled by a space curve r(q, s) ∈ ℜ3 that is a function of the n
kinematic input variables q ∈ ℜn and the arc length s, together with coordinate frames
defined at the robot’s base (frame B) and tip (frames T ̂and T). These are shown in Fig. 3.
Referring back to Fig. 2, the space curve corresponds to the common tube centerline of (a)
and the curve of the central backbone in (b). In contrast to rigid robots, two tip frames T ̂and
T are defined. The former corresponds to the tip configuration when no external loads are
applied, while the latter includes the deformation arising from a wrench F ∈ ℜ6 applied
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externally at the tip. The first three components of F correspond to the tip force, while the
latter three are those of the torque applied to the tip [22]. All of the variables used in the
remainder of the paper are defined in Table I.
The configuration of frame C relative to frame B is a rigid body transformation that can be
written in homogeneous coordinates as follows:
(1)
where Rbc ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix, and pbc ∈ ℜ3 is the translation vector between
frames B and C [22]. This expression also represents a mapping from kinematic input space
q ∈ Q to the special Euclidean group SE(3).
For the continuum robot of Fig. 3, the configuration of the frame T relative to the frame B,
gbt, can be written as the product of two transformations
(2)
where gbt ̂is the configuration of frame T ̂relative to B, and gtt̂ is the configuration of T
relative to T.̂ The first transformation gbt(̂q) corresponds to the unloaded robot kinematic
models cited in Section II. The second transformation gtt̂ (q, F) represents the displacement
associated with the deformation of the robot due to the applied loading. Thus, the overall
kinematic map gbt (q, F) is a function of both the kinematic variables and the external
loading.
The force mapping equation for continuum robots can be derived from the principle of
virtual work as was done in [14] to obtain
(3)
Here, τ ∈ ℜn is the vector of actuator forces and torques, E(q, F) ∈ ℜ is the elastic energy of
the manipulator, and Jbt (q, F) is the Jacobian matrix mapping actuator velocities to tip
velocity [22]. Of course, for rigid robots, the elastic energy term drops out and this equation
reduces to the standard form .
To implement stiffness control in a rigid robot, the force mapping equation must be used to
relate desired tip wrenches to actuator forces and torques. For continuum robots, however, it
is also possible to implement stiffness control using the kinematic mapping (2). In this
approach, (2) is solved for the actuator positions corresponding to the desired tip wrench Fd
and the actual measured tip configuration .
Comparing the two approaches, stiffness control based on the force mapping becomes an
actuator force/torque control problem, while stiffness control using the kinematic map is an
actuator position control problem. Use of the force mapping requires the use of joint force/
torque sensors [14] or actuator currents [12]. In contrast, actuator position control can be
performed accurately using the existing actuator encoders.
Thus, it may be advantageous to employ (2) if it can be solved efficiently. To explore this
question, assume that it is desired to apply a wrench Fd at the tip of a 6-DOF continuum
robot that has six independent joint variables, while its tip is held rigidly fixed at
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configuration . Equation (2) can be rewritten in terms of its inputs, measured tip
configuration , and desired tip wrench Fd, and its output can be written in terms of its
desired actuator positions qd
(4)
Driving the actuator displacements to qd produces deformations of the continuum robot that
produce the desired tip wrench Fd at the measured tip configuration of the robot. Note that
for the general case of contact with a soft environment, producing a desired tip wrench will
also cause the tip configuration to change.
The root finding problem of solving (4) for qd can be performed efficiently if its right-hand
side can be computed quickly. The term gbt(̂·) is the unloaded forward kinematic model for
which numerically efficient formulations are available [3], [6], [14], [18]. The second term,
gtt̂ (·, ·) is the tip displacement produced by application of tip wrench on the unloaded robot.
As described in the following, given gbt(̂qd), an efficiently computed estimate of the product
gbt (qd, Fd) = gbt(̂qd) gtt̂ (qd, Fd) can be obtained using the special Cosserat rod model.
IV. Deflection Model
To obtain gbt(q, F) = gbt(̂q) gtt̂(q, F), we approximate any continuum manipulator as a single
elastic rod, whose curvature and elastic properties match those of the robot for actuator
values q and tip wrench F = 0. Thus, the curvature is selected to match the robot’s backbone
curve r(q, s), and its stiffness is selected to match the composite stiffness of all elastic
components that comprise the robot.
Deflection of the robot is computed as deflection of the rod in response to tip wrench F. This
model is approximate in that it does not account for relative motions of the robot’s elastic
components in response to the tip wrench. As demonstrated in our experiments, the error
associated with this approximation can be negligible. For more general cases, when the tip
wrench causes significant relative motion between the elastic components of a continuum
robot, the deflection of the robot can be calculated by modeling the robot with several
Cosserat rods [17]. This general case is, however, beyond the scope of the paper.
The special Cosserat rod model is well known in the mechanics literature [16] and has also
been employed in the robotics and computer graphics literatures [6], [15], [23]. Here, a
concise overview of the model and its numerical solution are presented.
A. Strain and Curvature of a Rod
As shown in Fig. 3, coordinate frames can be defined along the backbone curve r(q, s). In
the following, actuator values q are assumed constant and are omitted as arguments. Since
these frames are intended to track material deformations of the rod’s cross sections, a natural
choice for frame orientation is to choose a base frame B with one axis (i.e., the z-axis)
aligned with the curve’s tangent and then to slide this frame without rotation about the local
z-axis along r(s) [24].
The resulting Bishop frame P at arc length s can be written as gbp(s), s ∈ [0, l], where l is the
length of the robot. Its origin lies on r(s) and experiences a body-frame rate of change with
respect to arc length v(s) ∈ ℜ3 given by
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(5)
where Rbp (s) is the rotation matrix of gbp (s). The rate of change of frame P’s coordinate
axis unit vectors Rbp (s) = [ex (s), ey (s), ez (s)] with respect to arc length satisfy the body-
frame equations
(6)
in which u(s) ∈ ℜ3 and the square bracket on the vector u indicates the skew-symmetric
matrix form
(7)
The vectors u(s) and v(s) are the angular and linear strains, respectively, experienced by the
cross section. Thus, u(s) has the units of curvature, and its x- and y-components correspond
to the bending of the rod, while its z-component corresponds to the twisting of the rod.
Similarly, the x- and y-components of v are the shear–strain components of the cross
section, while the z-component is vz = 1 + εz in which εz is the longitudinal strain. Given the
assumptions of negligible shear and longitudinal strain
(8)
Angular and linear strains u and v provide body-frame descriptions of the curved shape of
the rod. It can be helpful to note that u and v are analogous to body-frame angular and linear
velocities if time is substituted for arc length. Thus, coordinate frames gbp (s) are obtained as
the solution to the differential equation
(9)
This differential equation can be integrated numerically from base to tip or tip to base using
a method that preserves the group structure of SE(3). A variety of numerical integration
methods are available for this purpose [25], [26].
The initial curvature of the robot prior to the application of external loads is denoted by û(s).
Given an unloaded kinematic model that computes gbp (s), the unloaded shape of the rod
used to model robot deflection can be computed as follows:
(10)
B. Rod Deformation Due to Applied Loads
To compute rod deformations, two equations are needed. The first is a constitutive model
that relates cross-section strains u and v to the bending moment m ∈ ℜ3 and force n ∈ ℜ3
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acting on the cross section. Since shear of the cross section and rod extension are neglected,
only the relationship between u and m is needed. The second equation relates cross-section
bending moment and force to the external loads. Both are described in the following.
When a rod with initial curvature û(s) is deformed to a new curvature u(s), a bending
moment m(s) is generated. Assuming linear elastic behavior, the bending moment at any
point s along the rod is given by
(11)
where K(s) is the frame-invariant stiffness tensor. For a large class of rods, K(s) is given by
(12)
Ex (s) and Ey (s) are moduli of elasticity, Ix (s) and Iy (s) are area moments of inertia, Jp (s)
is the polar moment of inertia, and G(s) is the shear modulus. These values should be
selected so that the rod stiffness matches the overall continuum robot stiffness as a function
of arc length.
To relate cross-section bending moment and force to the external loads, we employ the
equilibrium equation of the special Cosserat rod model [16]. Written in the body-frame
coordinates of Fig. 3, the differential equation governing bending moment m and force n as
a function of arc length s is given by
(13)
where φ(s) and η(s) are the applied force and torque per unit length of the rod and the
bracket notation is as defined in (7).
For simplicity of exposition, it is assumed that only tip loads are applied to the robot, and
therefore, η(s) = φ(s) = 0, and s ∈ [0, l]. Combining (11) and (13) results in equations for
curvature u and force n
(14)
The boundary conditions for these equations u(l), n(l) can be specified from the body-frame
wrench Fb applied at the robot’s tip
(15)
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and (14) can be solved numerically by integrating backward in arc length from s = l → 0
[15]. Since (13) is written in body coordinates, the body-frame twist velocity [vT, uT]T must
be simultaneously integrated such that the equations evolve on SE(3). As detailed in [15], a
first-order Crouch–Grossman method [25] provides computational efficiency. The result of
this integration is the desired estimate of the transformation between the base and tip of the
robot gbt = gbt ̂gtt̂.
Note that in the case of a multisection continuum robot, there are often discontinuities in
K(s) and û(s) at the section boundaries. In these cases, integration of (14) is performed
section by section from the tip to the base. While (15) provides the initial value for u(s) at
the tip of the robot, the initial value for each subsequent section is obtained by equating
bending moments across section boundaries and using (11) to solve for the corresponding
initial value of u(s) to use in (14).
In stiffness control, the desired tip wrench  is often calculated in a local frame at the tip of
the robot, whose axes always remain parallel to the axes of the world frame.
In this case, the boundary condition is a function of the desired shape of the rod.
Specifically, if the base of the rod is positioned at the origin of the world frame, then gw b in
Fig. 3 is the identity matrix and the desired body-frame tip wrench  to be used in (15) is
related to the desired world frame tip wrench by
(16)
where Rbt is the rotation matrix of . While the integral must now be solved
iteratively, convergence is rapid when the tip wrench varies smoothly and the solution is
seeded using the desired rod shape from the previous time step.
V. Stiffness Controller
The task of the controller is to create a user-defined stiffness at the tip of the continuum
manipulator. If the stiffness is specified for all DOF of the robot tip, a pure stiffness
controller can be implemented. In many medical applications, however, it is desirable to
control the stiffness in certain directions, e.g., tip position, and to control the motion in other
directions, e.g., tip orientation. Because of its practical importance, this latter case of hybrid
stiffness/motion control is considered here. The framework described in the following can
be easily adapted to other combinations of stiffness- and motion-controlled coordinates.
The desired tip force fd ∈ ℜ3 is computed using the user-defined diagonal stiffness matrix
Kd ∈ ℜ3×3, based on the difference between measured robot tip position , and a
reference tip position  as follows:
(17)
The desired tip orientation of the robot is given as  (3).
As shown in Fig. 4, the stiffness equation (17) can be pictured as a virtual spring of stiffness
Kd that connects the reference position  to the current tip position of the manipulator.
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The desired force fd and desired tip orientation  must be mapped to the actuator positions
qd, such that the deflected robot will generate the force fd at the tip configuration
(18)
The desired actuator positions are implicitly defined by (4), which is rewritten for 
(19)
In this equation,  is directly measured by a tip sensor, while  is computed for
values of qd and fd from the rod deformation model (14)–(16) using the wrench boundary
condition
(20)
and the initial shape (10) obtained from the unloaded kinematic model,
(21)
in which Rbp (qd, s) is the rotation matrix of gbp(qd, s). Note that (20) assumes that the
torque applied to the robot by the environment is zero. In situations involving large contact
torques, tip torque sensing is necessary and measured torque values should be used in (20).
Using an efficient numerical implementation, e.g., Gauss–Newton, (19) can be solved
iteratively at each time step of the controller for the actuator positions qd that produce the
desired combination of tip force and orientation. By driving the actuator variables to qd, the
manipulator is deformed to produce the desired tip force fd and desired orientation .
Position-tracking controllers, e.g., PD, can be used to drive and maintain the actuators of the
manipulator at their desired values. The gains of the actuator controllers should be selected
to achieve the desired stiffness controller bandwidth and such that the steady-state tip
position error due to actuator error is small, compared with the deflection of the
manipulator.
A. Stiffness Control Using a Modified Position Controller
Since position controllers already exist for a variety of continuum robots [2], [3], [6], it can
be advantageous to leverage the existing controller implementation to achieve stiffness
control. This can be accomplished as follows.
A position controller solves the inverse kinematic problem and drives the actuators to the
positions given by
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(22)
where (·) represents a multidimensional inverse kinematic function for the unloaded robot
that calculates either numerically or analytically the actuator positions corresponding to the
user-defined configuration .
To include the tip-applied wrench, the argument of  can be rewritten using (19) to obtain
(23)
where the Cosserat deflection model is used to compute .
This equation can be solved for qd using fixed-point iteration [27]
(24)
The convergence condition for (24) is obtained using the fixed-point iteration condition of
[27]
(25)
where J = ∂ /∂q is the Jacobian of  with respect to actuator positions q. For any given
continuum robot, this condition can be evaluated numerically or analytically to ensure
convergence.
This way, the stiffness controller can be implemented by the online iteration of (24). The
controller computations for each iteration consist of a single evaluation of 1)  and
2) the unloaded inverse kinematic model (·). Note that the deflection model is calculated
from .
In general, the iteration equation (24) can be initialized with the measured actuator positions
of the robot or the desired actuator positions from the previous cycle of the controller and
should be evaluated until convergence at each cycle of the controller. It is often sufficient,
however, to evaluate the iteration equation (24) once per cycle using the desired actuator
positions from the previous cycle of the controller. This is possible because most preexisting
position controllers run at a much higher rate (e.g., 1000 Hz) than the bandwidth of the
manually commanded controller inputs  and  (e.g., < 10 Hz). One iteration will be
enough to keep the desired actuator positions close to the iteration solution. Note that even
for a step change in input, (24) still converges when (25) is satisfied.
Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the stiffness controller when a single iteration is
employed at each time step. The controller calculates the stiffness force using the measured
tip position and the reference tip position generated by the master arm. The stiffness force is
then used to calculate the desired deflection and, from it, the desired undeformed
configuration of the robot tip. This comprises the input to the position controller of the
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robot, which generates the actuator torques. As described in the next section, a feedforward
term is added to actuator torques to achieve stiffness control along the axis of the robot.
B. Stiffness Control Along the Axis of the Robot
Since most continuum robots possess a high axial stiffness, deformation due to tip loading
was modeled using an inextensible Cosserat rod model. When the robot configuration is
such that its curvature is close to zero along its entire length, the stiffness in the tip tangent
direction approaches the high axial stiffness value.
In the neighborhood of this straight configuration, the stiffness controller, which is
implemented using (24), will not produce the desired force component in the axial direction.
To see this, consider the case when the desired wrench consists solely of a force in the axial
direction. In this case, no deformation is predicted by the inextensible model, and therefore,
. Substituting this result in (24) shows that the stiffness controller will
maintain the robot at its current position .
In this direction, however, the energy term in the force mapping equation of (3) goes to zero,
and the map from tip force to actuator force along this axis reduces to the standard Jacobian
transpose. Thus, actuator current can be used in the conventional way to control tip force
and stiffness in this direction. The standard conditions for using this approach also apply
here. The actuator transmission must be backdrivable to ensure that the force produced at the
tip is the same as the force applied by the actuator. Friction compensation may also be
necessary in order to minimize error in the force produced at the tip.
To enable stiffness control in these configurations, the controller can be modified as follows.
For simplicity of exposition, it is assumed that a single actuator j controls displacement of
the robot along the z-axis at its base. It is assumed that the joint controller for actuator j is a
proportional controller augmented with friction compensation. To modify the controller, the
component of desired tip force along z, , is added to the actuator force, as shown in the
block diagram of Fig. 5, and this results in
(26)
in which  is the actuator force, ff is the friction compensator force,  is the proportional
gain of the position controller, and qj and  are the current and desired positions of actuator
j, respectively. A gravity compensation term can also be included as needed. Note that, as
feedforward terms that act to cancel output error, they can be applied whether or not the
robot is straight, since they always act to reduce actuator error.
VI. Experimental Implementation
The stiffness controller was implemented to produce a desired positional tip stiffness on a 3-
DOF concentric tube robot. This is a case of pure stiffness control, since the stiffness is
specified for each DOF. The robot was comprised of the two 150-mm-long tubes shown
unassembled in Fig. 6 and assembled in Fig. 7. Relative rotation of the tubes varies their
combined curvature u(s) from the initial constant precurvature value of u(s) = [1/240 0 0]T
mm−1, s ∈ [0, 150] mm, when the curvatures are aligned (q1 = q2) to u(s) = [0 0 0]T, s ∈ [0,
150] mm (robot is straight) when the curvatures are antialigned (q1 = q2 + π). The robot can
also be translated in the z-direction by actuator displacement q3. Varying {q1, q2} ∈ SO(2) ×
SO(2) and q3 ∈ R produces a cylindrical workspace at the robot’s tip of radius 48 mm and
length 254 mm.
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An existing position control architecture [6] was modified to implement stiffness control.
The existing controller consists of a master–slave system in which the concentric tube
manipulator is the slave arm, and a PHANTOM Omni haptic device (Sensable
Technologies, Inc.) is employed as the master arm. The position controller is implemented
as a multithreaded process under Windows 2000. The process includes two time-critical
user-mode threads running at 1 kHz that implement the kinematic model and PD joint
controllers and an application thread that updates a GUI.
The stiffness controller requires real-time measurement of the robot’s tip configuration. This
was accomplished using an electromagnetic-tracking sensor (3-D Guidance trakSTAR,
Ascension Technology Corporation). The 2 × 9.7 mm cylindrical sensor (model 180) was
attached to the robot’s tip, as shown in Fig. 6. The sensor includes a small cylindrical probe
of 9.7 mm length and 2 mm radius and a white cable (visible in the figures) that connects the
probe to its electronics. Sensor accuracy is 1.4 mm RMS in translation and 0.5° RMS in
rotation with a resolution of 0.5 mm and 0.1°. The update rate of the sensor was set to 100
Hz. The sensor’s electrical leads produced negligible deformation of the robot.
To calibrate the deflection model used in the stiffness controller and to evaluate the
controller’s performance, a 22-N tension/compression load cell (Sensotec model 31) was
used to measure environment force. The load cell was connected to the tip of the
manipulator through a long thin cord to prevent the metal components of the load cell from
distorting the magnetic field of the tip-tracking system. This loading configuration is
depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. Note that the force measurements are not used by the controller.
To evaluate the controller, experiments were performed with both moving and fixed
environment models. A moving environment was produced, as shown in Fig. 8, by manually
pulling on the robot tip in a desired direction through a cord attached to a load cell. During
these tests, the desired reference tip position  of (17) was held constant by fixing the
position of the master.
A soft stationary environment was produced, as shown in Fig. 9, by attaching the robot tip to
a fixed load cell through a rubber band. In these tests, the master arm was used to move the
desired reference tip position  of (17) in the desired direction.
Implementation of the proposed stiffness controller requires an unloaded kinematic model
and a calibrated deflection model. Each is described next, followed by the results of the
control experiments.
A. Unloaded Kinematic Model
To implement stiffness control by modification of a position controller as given by (24), it is
assumed that forward and inverse kinematic solutions are already implemented for the
noncontact case. Such models have been presented in [6] for concentric tube continuum
robots. Modified versions of these models, which are appropriate to the pair of tubes used in
the experiments, are presented here.
While, in general, the combined curvature of two tubes of constant precurvature varies along
their length due to torsional twisting of the tubes [6], this effect is negligible for the tubes
used in the experiments. Thus, it is appropriate to model the combined curvature as a
function of actuator values {q1, q2} that is independent of arc length. It can be written in the
world frame of Fig. 7 as follows:
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(27)
Here, Aκ (·) and φκ (·) compute the magnitude and phase of curvature as functions of the
relative tube rotation angle q1 − q2. For curve fitting, Aκ (·) and φκ (·) are interpreted as the
magnitude and phase of a complex function κ(·).
The tip position, assuming no contact forces, is obtained from the curvature uw as follows
[7]:
(28)
in which l is the arc length of the manipulator. To obtain the most accurate kinematic model,
the complex function κ(·) was calculated from (27) and (28) as a truncated Fourier series
using position measurements obtained with the tip-tracking sensor over two complete
revolutions of the tubes.
B. Deflection Model Calibration
To calculate robot deflection due to tip loading, the deflection model requires the unloaded
body-frame curvature of the robot û(s), as well its composite stiffness K(s). While (10)
provides a general expression for unloaded curvature, in this case, it can be directly obtained
from (27). Due to the choice of Bishop body frames and since the unloaded kinematic model
is of constant curvature
(29)
The deflection model approximates the composite stiffness of all elastic elements of the
robot by the matrix of bending and torsional stiffnesses K(s) defined in (12). Since the robot
is composed of NiTi tubes, K(s) reduces to
(30)
in which Ec and Ic are the composite values for elastic modulus and area moment of inertia,
respectively, and ν is Poisson’s ratio.
Using the value of ν = 0.3 that is appropriate for NiTi, Ec Ic was estimated experimentally
using the testing configuration of Fig. 8 and the maximum possible value of initial curvature
û(s) = [1/240 0 0]T mm−1. An iterative method was used to solve for the stiffness matrix that
minimized the error between the force–displacement response predicted by the model and
that obtained by measurement in x-and y-directions. The resulting calibrated stiffness of
(31)
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was used to compare the deflection model and experimental robot tip stiffnesses, as shown
in Fig. 10. (See Fig. 7 for the coordinate directions.) The depicted experimental data was
collected for cyclic displacements in the x-, y-, and z-coordinate directions, while holding
the robot actuators fixed. While the experimental data reveals a small amount of hysteresis,
the deflection model provides a good fit with the loop average in the x- and y-directions,
while the high stiffness in the z-direction reduces the accuracy of the model fit. Detailed
analytical and experimental evaluations of the model can be found in [17].
Fig. 10 can also be used to understand how the robot tip stiffness varies with curvature. As
the curvature is reduced from its maximum û(s) = [1/240 0 0]T mm−1 to its minimum û(s) =
[0 0 0]T mm−1, the stiffness in the x-direction remains almost constant, while the y- and z-
direction stiffnesses change smoothly. (Note that {x, y, z} directions are the directions of the
world frame, as shown in Fig. 7 and, therefore, do not change during the tests.) The y-
direction stiffness converges to that of the x-direction. This is expected since a straight rod
aligned with the z-axis should have equal tip stiffnesses in the x- and y-directions. The z-
direction stiffness increases, as depicted in Fig. 10, toward an infinite value as the curvature
approaches zero. This matches the inextensibility assumption of the rod model.
C. Stiffness Controller
Stiffness control was implemented for the 3 DOF continuum robot depicted in Fig. 7 by
modifying an existing position controller. The position controller uses Newton’s method to
solve (27) and (28) at each time step for the actuator positions associated with the desired
unloaded tip position 
(32)
PD controllers are used to drive the actuators to the values computed in (32). In addition,
friction compensation and stiffness force  are implemented on the linear axis q3, as
described in Section V-B and (26) to account for the high axial stiffness of the robot. Note
that the mechanical transmission of q3 is a non-backdrivable ball screw and that the effect of
the feedforward force term was limited by inexact friction compensation.
To achieve stiffness control, (32) was replaced with the iteration equation (24), which, for
this robot, reduces to an expression involving only tip positions
(33)
Here,  is the current tip position as measured by the tip-tracking sensor. The unloaded tip
position  is computed using (27) and (28).
The deflected tip position  is calculated from the deflection model (14) using
 to compute the predeflected curvature û(s) from (27) and (29). The boundary conditions
(15) are computed using the desired tip wrench Fw as defined by (17) and (20). This wrench
is converted to body coordinates using (16) with Rbt computed using the current tip
orientation as measured by the tip sensor. The integration was carried out with the discrete
(in arc length) formulation detailed in [15] using ten nodes along the 150 mm length of the
robot.
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D. Controller Evaluation
To evaluate the controller, four sets of experiments were conducted. The first two sets were
conducted at low velocities in order to verify the quasi-static-tracking capabilities of the
controller. These tests considered separately the controller performance for a moving
environment and for a varying tip reference position. To characterize the dynamic
performance of the robot, the third and fourth sets of tests address two important cases of
environment interaction. In the third set of tests, a step change in tip reference position is
applied to evaluate the transient response when moving from free space to environment
contact. The fourth set of tests evaluate the effect of tip reference position frequency on
controller stiffness during sustained contact. Each set of tests is described in the following
section.
1) Fixed Robot Reference Position With Moving Environment—The testing
configuration of Fig. 8 was used to evaluate the performance of the controller in the three
coordinate directions for various values of robot curvature and tip stiffness. During these
tests, the master manipulator was held fixed such that the reference tip position  was
constant and lay in the y–z-plane above the line defined by actuator axis q3 (see Fig. 7). In
each test, the robot tip was displaced in one of the three coordinate directions. Each
displacement started with the robot tip in the unloaded configuration and proceeded until an
arbitrary maximum value was obtained. The displacement was then reversed.
Fig. 11 depicts the measured tip force and displacement in the three coordinate directions of
Fig. 7 for an intermediate value of noncontact robot curvature given by uw = [(1/320 mm) 0
0]T. As is also shown, the desired stiffnesses of (17) were set to be equal in the three
coordinate directions Kd = diag(0.04 0.04 0.04) N/mm.
It can be seen that the desired stiffness is accurately achieved in the x- and y-directions.
Stiffness in the z-direction is less accurate, especially at direction reversals, where imperfect
cancellation of friction in the ball screw transmission of actuator q3 leads to a large amount
of hysteresis. Furthermore, since force application in z-direction reduces the robot’s
curvature, the amplitude of displacement was limited to about 6 mm to ensure that the robot
possesses some nonzero curvature over the entire trial. It is interesting to note, however, that
the stiffness controller was successful in achieving a desired stiffness along the z-axis.
The most difficult configuration for stiffness control corresponds to when the robot is
straight, i.e., the noncontact curvature is uw = [0 0 0]T. Tip force versus displacement data
for this configuration are shown in Fig. 12 for a desired stiffness of Kd = diag(0.02 0.08 0.2)
N/mm. Recall that the natural stiffness in the x- and y-directions for the straight robot should
be both equal to about 0.048 N/mm, as depicted in Fig. 10. The stiffness controller has
succeeded in reducing the natural robot stiffness by about a factor of two in the y-direction
and in increasing the natural stiffness by about a factor of two in the x-direction. The
stiffness controller (not depicted) was unable to change the natural stiffness of the robot in
the z-direction due to inexact friction cancellation in the screw transmission.
2) Moving Robot Reference Position With Fixed Environment—The testing
configuration of Fig. 9 was used to evaluate the performance of the stiffness controller in the
y-coordinate direction when pushing (actually pulling) against a soft immobile object.
During these tests, the master manipulator was positioned such that the reference tip position
 was in the y–z-plane above the line defined by actuator axis q3 (see Fig. 7). In each test,
the robot tip started in the unloaded configuration. The master was moved in order to move
 in the positive y-direction to an arbitrary maximum value. The displacement was then
reversed.
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Fig. 13 plots the measured force versus y-direction displacement of the manipulator tip for
two trials with the same environment for the two trials are 0.02 and 0.06 N/mm. The plots
show that the desired stiffness is achieved with high accuracy but that the actual stiffness
decreases somewhat for tip forces above 0.25 N.
3) Contact Transition Due to Step Change in Tip Reference Position—These
tests employed a modification of the testing configuration shown in Fig. 9 in which the
rubber band was removed and the robot tip was connected directly by the cord to the
environment load cell. During the tests, the reference tip position  was in the y–z- plane
and was directly commanded along the y-axis by the computer without using the master
arm. The reported results correspond to the dynamic performance of the stiffness controller
in the y-coordinate direction.
In these tests, cord length was adjusted (see Fig. 9) such that the environment force is
nonzero for y > 0. The tip reference position is initially commanded to yr = −2 mm such that
the cord is loose and that no force is applied to the robot. A step change to yr = 8 mm is then
commanded, and the robot moves upward so that the cord becomes and remains taut. This
test evaluates stiffness control during contact transitions.
An example response for a desired stiffness kd = 0.08 N/mm is depicted in Fig. 14. As can
be seen from Fig. 14(a), prior to the step input, the tip position is regulated to the reference
position. Once the step is applied, the robot tip moves in free space for 2 mm before the cord
becomes taut, and a force is generated. The measured tip force and position reach to their
steady-state values almost 0.3 s after the step input.
The corresponding plot of force versus virtual spring displacement is plotted in Fig. 14(b).
All time prior to application of the step maps to the origin of the plot. The moment of step
application corresponds to the horizontal segment at zero force (and thus, zero stiffness).
The subsequent transient response is observed to spiral in and converge to a point on the
commanded stiffness line. These results demonstrate the stability of the stiffness controller
and, based on a settling time of 0.3 s, suggest a bandwidth of several hertz. To take a closer
look at controller bandwidth during environment contact, the following tests were
performed.
4) Effect of Reference Position Frequency on Stiffness Control—In these tests,
the tip reference position, yr was commanded to move sinusoidally. The testing
configuration was similar to the step input tests described earlier, except that the cord length
was now adjusted such that it was in tension for the entire range of commanded reference
positions. Data was collected for sinusoidal inputs yr of frequencies fi = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and
amplitude A = 12 mm
(34)
Tip force versus virtual spring displacement for a desired stiffness of kd = 0.02 N/mm is
shown in Fig. 15. The plot reveals that the width of force–displacement loop increases with
the frequency of the input yr. The main reason for this dependency is the limited bandwidth
of the joint controllers in the experimental system (≈5 Hz).
In additional teleoperation experiments, haptic feedback was implemented by setting the
desired tip stiffnesses of both the master and continuum-robot slave to Kd = diag(0.04 0.04
0.04) N/mm. This control scheme is similar to a position–position architecture and provides
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force transparency but does not provide stiffness transparency when the environment is
stiffer than the controller [28].
Further tests also showed that the stiffness controller starts becoming unstable when the
desired stiffness values of the controller approach twice the inherent stiffness values of the
manipulator in each direction [21]. The tests were performed with both soft and rigid
environments.
VII. Conclusion
Continuum robots are a relatively novel class of manipulators that is increasingly being
adapted to medical applications. Since these robots achieve their shapes through
deformation of elastic members along their length, kinematic modeling, and real-time
control of these robots are substantially more difficult than for traditional robots with rigid
links and discrete joints. Consequently, control of these robots has, to date, been limited to
position control. In medical applications, however, it is important to control the interaction
forces with soft and delicate tissue.
The contribution of this paper is to provide an approach for implementing stiffness control
on any continuum robot that can be modeled under loading as an elastic rod and for which
an unloaded kinematic model is available. Thus, the method is broadly applicable to
continuum robots including steerable catheters, multibackbone robots, as well as concentric
tube robots.
The efficacy of the proposed stiffness controller was demonstrated on a 3-DOF concentric
tube robot. It was found that desired tip stiffnesses could be achieved independent of robot
configuration in the lateral or bending directions. Along the axis of the robot, stiffness
control can be implemented using the standard Jacobian transpose force mapping as long as
the robot is backdrivable.
While controller stability was not addressed analytically, experiments showed the controller
to be stable for desired stiffnesses less than twice the natural stiffness of the robot. Future
work will formally address the stability of the controller.
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Fig. 1.
Examples of continuum manipulators. (a) Twenty-centimeter-long concentric tube robot
with 1-mm-wide tip-mounted forceps. (b) Four-millimeter diameter multi-backbone robot
[4].
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Fig. 2.
Schematics of two types of continuum robots. (a) Concentric tube robot. (b) Tendon-driven
robot with flexible backbone.
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Fig. 3.
Continuum robot represented as a space curve (solid line). W is world coordinate frame,
while B, P, T,̂ and T are robot body frames. T ̂and T are tip frames without and with the
application of tip wrench F, respectively. Coordinate transformations are denoted by gbt, gbt,̂
and gtt̂.
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Fig. 4.
Robot in contact with environment. The stiffness controller implements a virtual linear
spring at the robot’s tip. Desired actuator positions are such that when robot is deflected
from unloaded tip configuration T ̂to configuration T, the desired tip spring force is
generated, and the desired tip orientation is achieved.
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Fig. 5.
Block diagram of the stiffness controller. A single fixed-point iteration is performed per
controller cycle.
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Fig. 6.
Robot component tubes. NiTi tubes assemble concentrically to form a 3-DOF robot. Tubes
are of equal initial curvature and bending stiffness. The outer tube (top) has an outer
diameter of 2.8 mm and inner diameter of 2.5 mm. The inner tube (bottom) has an outer
diameter of 2.4 mm and an inner diameter of 2.0 mm.
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Fig. 7.
Concentric tube manipulator mounted in its drive system. Electromagnetic sensor is shown
attached to robot tip. Actuator variables q1 and q2 control rotation of two tubes and q3
controls translation of tube pair. Curvature is varied by relative rotation of the tubes.
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Fig. 8.
Interaction with a moving environment. Environment motion is produced by manual loading
of the robot tip through a cord attached to a load cell.
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Fig. 9.
Interaction with a fixed elastic environment. Environment is modeled by a rubber band
connecting a tip-mounted cord and a fixed load cell.
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Fig. 10.
Force versus displacement of the robot tip in the world coordinate directions {x, y, z} shown
in Fig. 7. Both experimental data and predictions from the calibrated deflection model are
shown for the maximum curvature configuration labeled (max) and zero curvature
configuration labeled (zero) of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 11.
Tip force versus displacement in the three coordinate directions for a noncontact robot
curvature of uw = [(1/320 mm) 0 0]T and desired tip stiffness of Kd = diag(0.04 0.04 0.04)
N/mm.
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Fig. 12.
Tip force versus displacement in the x- and y-coordinate directions for a noncontact robot
curvature of uw = [0 0 0]T and desired tip stiffness of Kd = diag(0.02 0.08 0.2) N/mm.
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Fig. 13.
Tip force versus displacement in the y-direction during contact with a soft stationary
environment for desired stiffness values of 0.02 and 0.06 N/mm.
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Fig. 14.
Stiffness controller step response. Step change in reference position yr is applied such robot
transitions from free space to contact with environment through cord. Desired stiffness is kd
= 0.08 N/mm. (a) Time response plot of yr, y, and fy. (b) Tip force versus virtual spring
displacement yr − y.
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Fig. 15.
Force versus virtual spring displacement for sinusoidal inputs of yr. Responses are shown
for an input amplitude of 12 mm and frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4 Hz. Desired stiffness
is kd = 0.02 N/mm.
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TABLE 1
Nomenclature
Robot variables
r(·, ·) space curve that represents the shape of the robot
s: arc length
T:̂ robot tip configuration when no external load is applied
T: robot tip configuration after an external load is applied
B: robot base coordinate frame
P, C: coordinate frames
gbc: transformation matrix that represents the configuration of frame C relative to frame B.
pbc: translation vector between frames B and C
Rbc: rotation matrix between frames B and C
gbt(̂·): robot tip transformation matrix without external load applied
gbt(·, ·): robot tip transformation matrix with external load applied
gtt̂(·, ·): displacement of robot tip due to applied load
τ: vector of actuator forces and torques
E: elastic energy of the manipulator
Jbt: Jacobian matrix mapping actuator velocities to tip velocity
Deflection model variables
u(s): robot curvature as a function of arc length
û(·): robot curvature prior to application of external loads
m(s): cross-sectional bending moment
n(s): cross-sectional shear force
φ: applied force per unit of length of the rod
η: applied torque per unit of length of the rod
Ex, Ey: cross-sectional moduli of elasticity
Ix Iy: area moments of inertia
Jp: polar moment of inertia
G: shear modulus
Ec: composite elastic modulus for robot
Ic: composite area moment of inertia for robot
uw: experimental robot curvature written in world frame
Controller variables
:
measured robot tip position
:
reference robot tip position (input to stiffness controller)
Kd: desired tip stiffness matrix
fd: tip force corresponding to desired stiffness
:
z component of tip force corresponding to desired stiffness
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:
world coordinate wrench to be generated at robot tip to produce desired stiffness
:
desired robot tip orientation
:
robot tip configuration corresponding to desired orientation and measured position
:
no-load tip configuration that will produce desired tip stiffness during contact
(·): vector-valued function that calculates the inverse robot kinematics assuming no external load is applied
q, qd: actuator positions, desired actuator positions
:
desired actuator positions at iteration i
z−1: digital delay represented by z transform
ff: feedforward friction compensation term applied to actuator acting axis of robot
No-load kinematic model variables
κ(·): complex function modeling experimental robot curvature
Aκ(·): function modeling magnitude of robot curvature vector
φκ(·): function modeling phase of robot curvature vector
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